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Communal Noun/Verb Poetry 
 
Beryl Exley 
 
In 2013, the Exley family escaped the rat race for 6 months, touring around Australia in a 
caravan.  Alicia (aged 12) and Luke (aged 8) took turns to write blog posts, many of which 
turned into chronological recounts of one adventure or another. However, on Day Forty, 
after unhitching the caravan at the Ranger Station in Kakadu National Park and packing our 
pup tents, our early morning drive to Gunlom (93 km south from Mardugal) via the 4WD 
only track generated so much conversation, I thought it prudent to pen our first ever 
communal ‘Noun/Verb’ poem. To give this vignette some context, I have to explain that the 
road was in a state of relative disrepair after the unseasonably big rains in March, 2013. 
Each entry to the poem provides a noun, followed by an ‘ing’ verb. This form of poetry 
allowed observations and reflections to flow freely throughout the day, without the 
perpetual problem of finding a sentence starter, clause joiner or avoiding the habitual ‘Then 
we went…..’ when writing chronological recounts. As a community of poets, much of our 
discussion centred on limiting each line to four observations, finding some rhythm and 
careful vocabulary choice. So, here is our communal effort: 
 
The Gunlom Track 
By Alicia, Luke, Paul & Beryl Exley (2013) 
Car vibrating, brain rattling, dust circulating, cargo falling, 
Daddy cautioning, Mummy gasping, Alicia navigating, Luke entertaining, 
Flies annoying, sun scorching, landscape parching, river beds drying, 
Daddy concentrating, Mummy panicking, Alicia calculating, Luke reading, 
Car arriving, green grass welcoming, water falling, plunge pool calling, 
Tents erecting, mattresses inflating, camp fire burning, marshmallows roasting, 
Ranger presenting, families listening, people clapping, slide show ending, 
Birds nesting, campers sleeping, stars awakening, moon shining, 
Sun rising, birds chirping, breakfast serving, 
Another day beginning along the Gunlom Track, 
Another day in paradise. 
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